
Estudiante: _______________Período _ 

 

Rúbrica para Desfile de Moda:  

 

Time Written rough drafts dialogues Appearance Oral Presentation RATING 

Meets 2 mins, 30 seconds - 3 mins  Superior.Written in Spanish, full 

dialogues. All required information 

(vocab) and structures with no 

significant errors. Copy given to me 

Superior Look. Match the 

look your partner describes. 

Professional. Body language 

& interaction between  

audience and partner  apply 

to the presentation 

completely. 

Superior presentation. 

All required information and structures 

with no significant errors. Fluid, smooth 

speech. No or very few hesitations or 

pauses. Clear, enthusiastic, creates 

interest. Appears 

memorized/knowledgeable on what is 

written.  

Exceeds 

Expectations 

 

 4 for each 

box 

 

Meets 2 mins Good .Written in Spanish with a few 

English words. Most required 

information (vocab) and grammar with 

few significant errors. Copy given to 

me. 

Good product. Mostly match 

the look your partner 

describes. Mostly 

professional, & body 

language & interaction 

between audience and 

partner apply to presentation 

mostly. 

Good presentation. 

Most required information and grammar 

with few significant errors. Generally 

flows. Little hesitation. Maintains interest 

of audience. Message communicated. 

Appears memorized/knowledgeable on 

what is written w/ prompts. 

Meets 

Expectations  

 

3 for each box 

Meets 1 min, 30 seconds Could be improved. Half Spanish half 

English. Some required information 

(vocab) and grammar with several 

significant errors. Copy given to me. 

Could be improved. 

Somewhat match the look 

your partner describes. 

Professional & some body 

language & interaction 

between  audience and 

partner apply to presentation 

somewhat. 

Somewhat less than satisfactory 

presentation. Some required information 

and grammar with several significant 

errors. Hesitant, monotone, requires 

looking frequently at paper. Does not 

maintain interest of audience. Message 

not completely communicated 

Almost There  

 

2 for each box 

Meets 30 seconds Unsatisfactory product. Written in 

English. Little required information or 

grammar, with many errors. No copy 

for me. 

Unsatisfactory product. Not 

matching the look your 

partner describes. 

professional & no proper 

body language & interaction 

between audience & partner 

apply to presentation 

somewhat. 

Unsatisfactory presentation. Few required 

grammar points with many errors. Very 

hesitant, halting speech. Incomplete, uses 

English, reads from paper. 

Below 

Expectations  

 

1 for each box 

Rating: 

      

                                                                                                                                                                          

16 = 100 

15 = 95 

14 = 90 

13 = 85 

12 = 80 

11 = 75 

10 = 70 

9 = 65 

8 = 60 

7 = 55 

6 = 50 

5 = 45 

4 = 40 

3 = 35 

2 = 30 

 

Grade:  _______ Comments:  


